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Steps above fascism 

Summary: 
Coercive Predatory Capitalism (CPC) – the root of all evil: An economic system which creates
economic activity of no use or benefit to the people forced to pay for it. The battle of our time is to
stop CPC. Freedom, prosperity, and peace is within reach it we Stand-Unite-Make It Right.
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Coercive Predatory Capitalism - Will we wake up in time?

Definition: Coercive Predatory Capitalism (CPC) – the root of all evil: An economic system which
creates economic activity of no use or benefit to the people forced to pay for it.

At its worst - whole industries are created and manipulated to rob and harm people and their
countries. Examples include:

> Ultra High Processed (UHP) Foods - this not just fast food franchises. They consist of industrial food
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substances and cosmetic additives. Many packaged foods from supermarkets are full of various
harmful chemicals and processed proteins, and fibres - avoid them. Examples include flavoured
yogurts, processed sauces, and meats, packaged bread, and breakfast cereals.

> Seed Oils and other unhealthy fats such as Trans Fats, and margarines.

> Banking services based on exploitation of depositors and borrowers. Reform begins with an
Australia Post National Savings Bank.

> Certain insurance products

> Certain investment products including for profit superannuation

> Accounting and law - the creation of complex laws and regulations force citizens and businesses to
engage some in these professions to satisfy the myriad of imposed obligations. The size and cost of
the government required for creating this over-regulated environment is also increased.

> War and conflict - including military deals that steal a nation's wealth - for example AUKUS.
Another example is America bombing a Middle East nation for no legitimate reason and then sending
U.S companies to rebuild the cities .... and steal the oil!

> Pharmaceuticals - at its mildest it is medicalising normal human issues and problems to find a
drug for "treatment." At its near worst it is the deliberate sale of harmful "medicines." At it's worst it
is the deliberate causing of illness and then selling expensive AND harmful pharmaceuticals as
treatment. Living in a pathological society with harmful foods, pollution, mental health stresses
creates illnesses which increases demand for "medicine." UHP foods generate profits long after their
sale and consumption.

> “Low CO2 Emission” technologies and behaviours. This is the textbook example of CPC. Of course
we should insist that industries should not pollute the air, water, and soil. However - low pollution
operation costs industry so governments often allow dirty and unhealthy production. Energy security
at low cost is critical to survival. Starvation and war will result from ruler initiated manipulation and
sabotage of energy supplies.

> Mainstream Media - is really just the propaganda outlet of the ruling elite. At it's mildest it
distracts and titillates the masses while keeping them ignorant. At its worst it will foment hatred and
war. False flag operations are given high rotation coverage until populations are virtually begging to
go to war against the "enemy" of the day.

> The Intersectionalism / Grievance / Division Industry - Divide and conquer is nothing new. The
rulers want populations confused, distracted and frightened. They need people fighting among
themselves over diversionary issues. Populations must be divided: Left/Right, Man/Woman,
Gay/Straight, Liberal/Labor, Republican/Democrat, Worker/Boss, Black/White, Christian/Muslim. We
are all human beings trying to look after ourselves and our families in a world which has been
deliberately distorted to suit elite interests. Key rights are universal. Kindness, respect,
understanding, and tolerance regarding minorities should be the default human position. A lot of
money is stolen from citizens to fund this industry. In Australia it is hundreds of billions - if not
trillions - of dollars.

> Education system - including compulsory and manipulated tertiary studies. Forcing young people
into unnecessary higher education to study many Mickey Mouse courses of minimal value to them or
the community. The aim being to increase profits for “universities” while having people indoctrinated
into the latest politically correct narratives. The system is also bringing in migrants who are paying
for courses of no use to them. It's another way of boosting GDP while the living standards of a nation
goes backwards.

We are not claiming that the entirety of these industries are useless and harmful (well we are saying
that for the UHP Foods and the vast bulk of military spending) but a large portion of them have been
corrupted to fleece populations and enrich the rulers.
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People should not allow advertising and propaganda to manipulate them into voluntarily putting
money into these sectors. Plus they should definitely not allow politicians to take their money via
taxes and debt to be transferred into these sectors.

A national government working in the country’s interests would prioritise key issues such
as: food security; housing security; resource security; energy security; cash transaction
security; essential medication security; water security; air, water, and soil care; and
government integrity including: political donation & advertising reforms and effective
anti-corruption mechanisms.

Most politicians "forget" that it is a privilege to be a trusted public servant of the Australian people.
They are not elected and paid to deceive people, to work against the country's interests, and
sabotage the people’s fundamental rights & freedoms .... or to steal from citizens.

The major parties refuse to tell the truth! They want people to believe that their shallow promises
will make the world better. Consider the war, chaos, and cost of living crisis before deciding how
much one can trust a politician’s promise.

There are only 3 ways to really improve one's standard of living:

1. Improve one’s productivity in the currently held job.
2. Improve one’s skills and find a better paying job.
3. Steal from someone else or get a thug to do it on your behalf (usually considered illegal ... except
it seems when the rulers do it via the governments they use to manage their livestock).

Actually - there is another way to improve people’s standard of living.

Have the government serve the country's interests rather than those of the rulers who are stealing
the wealth of the nation and its people. These are the types of policies an effective government
working in the population’s interests would put in place:

1. A Sovereign Wealth Fund
2. A Sovereign Monetary System
3. A Citizenship Dividend
4. A Bill of fundamental rights & responsibilities - starting with Life; Liberty; and Property (including
Digital Rights)
5. Shutting down the war machine
6. A fit-for-purpose judicial system
7. Political Donation & Advertising Reform

Any other way of "improving" living standards or "decreasing" the cost of living will cause inflation! A
point well demonstrated by Albanese and his predecessors. Poor governments and their poor polices
are killing the country!

From now on VOTE 1 for an Independent or Minor party candidate that supports good policy. If the
major parties were working for the benefit of citizens and country most measures of well-being
would be much better now. Surely the promises of "better schools, roads, housing, and hospitals"
would have been sorted by now ..... especially in one of the richest countries in the world! Australia
should have top class infrastructure and services already! All without the need for exploitative debt
and taxes.

The reason politicians seldom keep their promises is that Australia is not a sovereign nation! The
country has been designated by its rulers: a tourist Mecca; a money laundering hub; and a quarry
supplying cut-price resources to be extracted for processing and value adding offshore.

Central bankers are a major tool of population exploitation and they don't want representative
governments to interfere in their plans - including getting rid of cash with a Central Bank Digital
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Currency. The bankers are constantly attacking what little sovereignty the country has left.

It's time to get serious. Let's Stand - Unite - & Make It Right!

To counter CPC - populations need to make sure corporations and government can no longer use
force, fraud, and coercion in their dealings with citizens. In addition the fundamental rights,
freedoms, and responsibilities must be respected, cherished, and celebrated. See links and
attachments below for more information. Populations need to reclaim sovereignty over their nations
and their resources. It can be done with some hard and smart work. Start with picking your
government representatives wisely. Meanwhile the Preservation Guide below shows you what to
do right now.
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It's fantastic to have independently minded politicians to help you but while you're trying
to find them here's what YOU can do right NOW!
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Related Links: Australia's Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
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